The design procedure of nongeodesic filament wound products requires well-determined values for the available friction situated between the applied roving and the supporting surface. In this paper, we propose a mandrel shape with a specially designed meridian profile that enables a linearly proportional relation between the feed eye carriage translation and the measured values for the coefficients of friction. As a result of this property, the optically or chronometrically obtained measurements can directly be translated into coefficients of friction. Additional features of this approach are the high accuracy, repeatability, low experimental costs, and simple machine control strategies. With the proposed mandrel, we performed several experiments corresponding to the variation of typical filament winding-related process parameters: fiber speed, roving tension, roving dimensions, wet versus dry winding, and surface quality of the mandrel. The results indicate that the surface quality of the mandrel and the type of winding process (wet vs. dry fibers) have a considerable influence on the obtained data. The influence of the fiber speed, roving tension, and fiber material on the other hand, is negligible.
INTRODUCTION
T the implementation of nongeodesic fiber trajectories certainly increases the design space [3] [4] [5] . A typical example of this design space expansion is the geometric determination of nongeodesic isotensoidal pressure vessels; the ability for modifying the winding angle (around the values provided by geodesic paths) introduces an additional degree of freedom for the mandrel shape determination [3] . An additional application is the creation of transitional circuits for cylindrical pressure vessels enabling a smooth change from polar circuits to hoop ones [5] . The most promising application however, is the generation of rotational symmetric objects (e.g., beams and struts) providing the optimal winding angle distribution for particular load situations.
The creation of nongeodesic towpaths requires a well-determined value for the available friction between placed roving and supporting surface (mandrel) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . For the determination of the corresponding coefficient of friction through experimental ways, several methods have been developed [3, 11, 13] . The most realistic method is the measurement of friction on a rotationally symmetric mandrel, attached on a filament-winding machine. The mandrel shape is usually generated with an elliptical meridian profile [3] . This profile can be characterized by a wide range of normal and geodesic curvatures. Consequently, an extensive range for the coefficients of friction can be measured. The measured values however, are generally not in linear relationship with at least one of the filament-winding machine movements. This property usually introduces particular difficulties related to the implementation of the obtained measurements.
To overcome the problems of measurement stability and linearity, we introduce here a meridian profile providing a linear relationship between the feed eye carriage translation along the axis of the mandrel rotation and the measured coefficients of friction. This linearity enables a fast and facilitated interpretation of the measurements obtained by for example, optical methods (high shutter speed camera). The carriage coordinate where roving slipping occurs can directly be translated into a coefficient of friction. In addition, the machine control becomes rather simple; the corresponding CNC data for the controller can easily be created with a spreadsheet program. With the specially designed mandrel attached on a lathe-configured winding machine, we performed several experiments corresponding with parameter combinations that are typical for filament winding applications: winding speed, roving tension, roving morphology, wet versus dry fibers, and surface quality of the mandrel.
After the treatment of nongeodesic towpaths on generic shells of revolution in the next section, we present a brief overview of the available friction-measuring methods. A major part of this paper (''Determination of Coefficient of Friction: Mandrel Design'') is associated with the determination of the mandrel shape, providing the previously indicated linearity between feed eye carriage translation and measured coefficient of friction. This section concludes with an error analysis for inaccuracies, mainly induced by using the simplified solution for the required meridian profile. The section on ''Machine Control'' provides several tools for the determination of the winding machine movements and the control of the fiber speed. The section on experiment presents a brief description of the experiments (series and error analysis) conducted in this study. The experimental results are presented and discussed in the next section. The paper ends with the formulation of several conclusions regarding the applicability and advantages provided by the proposed mandrel geometry, and a short discussion of the obtained experimental results. In addition, we provide here some recommendations.
NONGEODESIC FIBER TRAJECTORIES ON GENERIC SHELLS OF REVOLUTION
In this section, we outline the basic theory supporting the creation of nongeodesic trajectories on generic shells of revolution. With a general formulation in curvatures and coefficients of the first fundamental form, the basic path equations are derived. These equations show in a clear way the relation between the required friction and curvatures at a point belonging to a convex surface.
We consider here an elementary piece of a convex surface generated by a shell of revolution. The fiber path, attached on the presented surface element, is generally characterized by two radii of curvature ( Figure 1 ): the normal one R n (vertical to the surface element), and the so-called geodesic curvature, (located in-plane of that surface).
The fiber is subjected to a longitudinal force F, a normal force per unit length f n and a lateral force per unit length f . The static equilibrium of the forces vertical and lateral to the surface can be expressed as follows:
The lateral fiber force is ensured by friction occurring between the fiber bundle and the surface. The condition for fiber placement stability is [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] :
Friction Experiments for Filament Winding Applications where k n and k g represent the normal and geodesic curvature (dimension: 1/length) respectively, and stands for the maximum available value for the coefficient of friction. In the case of applying geodesic trajectories, the geodesic curvature becomes zero; this immediately leads to the conclusion that geodesic fiber paths do not require any friction between mandrel and roving. The required friction for towpath stability can be determined by the ratio of the normal and geodesic curvature (Equation (3)). We provide here the theoretical background for the calculation of these quantities. The parametric description of the shell of revolution depicted in Figure 1 , is:
The coefficients of the first and second fundamental forms are closely related with the metrics and principal curvatures of a surface [16] [17] [18] : It should be noted that the parameter E corresponds with the radial metric (parallel direction), while G is directly related to the curve length differential along the meridian ( ¼ constant). The principal curvatures of a surface are given by [16, 18] :
For a shell of revolution, the coefficients F and f are equal to zero (Equation (5)). From Equations (5) and (6) we obtain:
where the subscripts m and p denote the meridian and parallel direction, respectively. The fiber path orientation is expressed by the parameter ; this scalar quantity denotes the angle between the path itself and the crossing meridian at the point under consideration. According to Euler, the normal curvature can be expressed as follows [4,11,16, 
For the shell under consideration, the geodesic curvature is given by [4, 11, 16] 
DETERMINATION OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION: MANDREL DESIGN
The basic idea supporting the development of the experiments presented here is that the measurements for the friction coefficient should be as realistic as possible. This is mainly achieved by performing these Friction Experiments for Filament Winding Applications experiments on a filament-winding machine, using a rotationally symmetric mandrel. The stability of the obtained measurements should be provided by a linear relation between the coefficients of friction and the translation of the feed eye carriage of the winding machine. After a short overview of the available experimental methods, the final choice is motivated and followed by the geometrical description of the resulting mandrel shape. The section concludes with an error analysis regarding the reliability of the results to be obtained.
Overview and Selection of Experimental Setup
A short overview of the available experimental methods is presented in Table 1 [11, 13] .
The demands on the experiments to be performed are:
. Realistic simulation of slippage during filament winding . Inclusion of the consumed fiber speed as an experimental parameter . Ability for investigating the influence of the fiber tension . Simple and reliable acquisition of the experimental results
Despite the simplicity of various methods presented in Table 1 , the decision is taken in favor of the specially shaped convex mandrel, attached on a lathe-configured filament-winding machine; this combination is the only one satisfying the complete set of requirements. A schematic overview of the chosen configuration is presented in Figure 2 .
The movements required for the performance of the experiments are the spindle rotation C, the carriage translation Z, and the feed eye roller inclination A [19] . The latter ensures a tangential placement of the fiber bundle on the mandrel. However, since this movement is not of primary importance for the underlying kinematic model, it is not presented in Figure 2 .
The slippage can be determined by optical methods, for example a high shutter speed video camera. When the mandrel is equipped with a benchmark indicating the Z-coordinate, the corresponding coefficient of friction at the moment of fiber slippage can accurately be determined. The increments on the Z-benchmark can be subdivided by placing an additional C-benchmark on the biggest periphery of the mandrel (Figures 9  and 10 ). An alternative method is to measure the time the roving needs to reach its slippage point when departing from the cylindrical part (in the figure: left side). This method however, might not be very accurate. Nevertheless, since no video camera is needed, it is more economical. 
Mandrel Shape
Although any convex meridian profile can generate a proper mandrel shape for the friction experiments, we introduce here an additional requirement; the increase of friction along the meridian profile must be linearly proportional to the translation of the carriage Z by a constant winding angle. The advantages provided by this demand are:
. Facilitated determination of the coefficient of friction by measurement of Z . Stability of the measurements . Simple machine control
The fiber bundle is placed on the mandrel at a constant winding angle (in the figure: the fiber orientation is perpendicular to the axis of rotational symmetry of the mandrel). This implies that the carriage is directly coupled to the shape coordinate z(). The linearity requirement for the coefficient of friction can now be formulated:
The expected coefficients belong to the range
. These intervals result in: For reasons to be explained later, we assume here: z r ¼ 235 (mm). Depending on the width of the tested fiber bundle, the winding angle becomes:
For a convex meridian profile, the first and second derivatives (respectively z 0 () and z 00 ()) are negative. As a result of this, the curvature quotient k g ()/k n () will become negative (Equations (9) and (10)). In addition, the basic static equilibrium equation does not provide any information regarding the sign of the coefficient of friction. In order to generate positive friction values (as dictated by Equation (11)) we multiply the curvature coefficient (k g /k n ) by À1. Substitution of Equation (13) into Equations (9) and (10) results in: Since " represents a small angular value, it is justified to neglect the last term in the denominator of Equation (14). The simplified ODE for the meridian profile can then be formulated by the combination of Expressions (11) and (14): where r is the minimum mandrel radius (c 0 and c 1 are presented in Equation (12)). The solution of Equation (15) becomes:
The measured coefficient of friction is then given by (Equations (11) and (12)):
For the mandrel design, we assume here that " is equal to zero. Except the convex part, the mandrel includes an axle for attachment at the winding Friction Experiments for Filament Winding Applications machine, and a cylindrical part to provide sufficient space to the fiber bundle for obtaining its targeted velocity during the performance of the experiments. The minimum radius is equal to 15 (mm). At z s () ¼ 0, the maximum radius becomes equal to r þ z r /2 ¼ 132.5 (mm).
The experiments are designed to be performed by one person. According to the Dutch labor regulations, the total weight of the mandrel should not exceed the value of 25 (kg) [13] . With z r ¼ 235 (mm) and an aluminum alloy as construction material, the total weight becomes equal to 24.9 (kg). The shape of the resulting mandrel is depicted in Figure 3 .
The cylindrical part has a length of 30 (mm); the total length of the axle is 550 (mm). The surface of the mandrel is polished. For a three-dimensional impression of the convex mandrel part, we refer to Figures 2, 9, and 10 (notice in Figure 2 the rings at several z-values indicating the coefficient of friction with incremental steps of 0.1, starting at ¼ 0 and ending at ¼ 1).
Error Analysis
In the previous subsection, we presented the simplified solution for the mandrel geometry. We assumed a constant winding angle ¼ /2 À ", where " 2 [0, 0.1] (rad). The final shape is designed with " ¼ 0 (rad). In reality however, the winding angle is equal to: where b is the width of the tested fiber bundle. Substitution of Equation (18) into Equations (9) and (10) results in:
To obtain the real friction values r (), we substitute Equation (16) into (19) . The result is:
The second term in Equation (20) represents the measured friction m (). Consequently, the first term indicates the introduced measurement error. This term should be equal to 1, which is now a property applying only on the case given by b ¼ 0 and " ¼ 0. Nevertheless, in the extreme case represented by b ¼ 51 (mm) and a test on a mandrel designed with " ¼ 0, the maximum difference between r and m becomes less than 7e-3.
In an attempt to further reduce the measurement error, we assume now that a realistic range of expected friction values is given by [ (17)). The measurement error is one-sided: the real friction is always slightly bigger than the measured one (although this difference should be considered negligible). For very accurate measurements, one can use a modified mandrel, based on a particular "-value (Equation (16)). This parameter " t depends on the fiber bundle width b, and is given by the solution of:
The parameter " t (b) is practically linearly proportional to b; this is illustrated in Figure 4 .
In Figure 5 , we provide an illustration of the error reduction achieved for a fiber bundle having a width equal to 51 (mm).
Due to the significantly small error magnitude, the corresponding mandrel shapes show hardly any differences, see Figure 6 . Summarizing, the solution of the simplified ODE (Equation (20)) provides a sufficiently accurate mandrel shape; the error remains always below 7e-3 for b 2 (mm). Only in the case of requiring an absolute measurement error below 0.002, the mandrel shape should be designed according to Equation (16) , where " is given by the solution of (21) for a particular roving width b.
MACHINE CONTROL
This section is associated with the determination of the required machine movements for the realization of the friction experiments. After the description of the couplings between spindle rotation, carriage translation, and feed eye inclination, we provide two equations ( (22) and (24) to slip off can also serve as an alternative measuring parameter for the determination of the coefficient of friction.
Movement Couplings
Due to the special mandrel shape, the measured friction is practically linear to the z-coordinate. With the assumed constant winding angle, the carriage Z is directly coupled to the corresponding z-coordinate on the mandrel. During the experiments, the spindle rotates with a speed C 0 (rad/s). The cross carriage X is set on a fixed value, sufficiently large to avoid collision between the mandrel and the feed eye. With the fiber bundle width denoted by b, the carriage Z becomes:
The feed eye inclination A must ensure a tangential placement of the tow on the rotating mandrel: The horizontal feed eye inclination is given by A ¼ 0 (rad). According to Equation (15) with " ¼ 0 and Equations (22) and (23), we simply obtain:
The required machine movements are very simple and can easily be programmed in a spreadsheet. The resulting data can then be imported as a text file into the CNC controller [19] . A great advantage provided by the mandrel shape is that the machine movements can easily be determined without the aid of expensive filament winding simulation programs.
Fiber Speed
Application of a constant rotational speed of the spindle will result in a slight decrease of the consumed fiber speed S 0 (mm/s), when proceeding from the maximum radius ( ¼ 0) to the radius corresponding with the measured coefficient of friction value m (see Figure 4 ). This maximum value is usually below ¼ 0.5. At this point, the relative consumed fiber speed reduction is equal to À21.5 %. The question arising now is how to vary the spindle rotation speed as a function of the feed eye position (note that C 0 and Z 0 remain coupled to each other according to Equation (22)) to ensure constant fiber speed. From Equation (17) we obtain:
Due to the linearity between and z, (or Z), the parameter can be treated as the dimensionless carriage coordinate ( ¼ Z/z r ) proceeding from 0 to 1. The aimed constant consumed fiber speed is denoted by S 0 (t). With the relation S 0 (t) ¼ ()C 0 (t), the required C 0 () profile in rpm is given by (note that r and z r are given in (mm)): An alternative formulation is to use discrete -values given by iÁZ/z r . The C 0 () profile for r ¼ 15 (mm) and z r ¼ 235 (mm) and S 0 (t) ¼ 500 (mm)/s is given in Figure 7 .
The set of CNC control data is based on a constant ÁZ increment. The corresponding ÁC increment is given by Equation (22). With the dimensionless cumulative value for Z ( ¼ iÁZ/z r ) and Equation (30), the required rotational speed C 0 for every increment can be determined. The corresponding feed eye inclination is given by Equation (24).
An alternative fiber speed control strategy can be obtained through the proper determination of the corresponding time increments as a function of (some controllers may require such an input format). With a constant fiber speed S 0 , and a roving width b, the time increment to complete the ith circuit is given by:
The required time for reaching the nth circuit corresponding with the measured coefficient of friction, is:
We assume the maximum expectable coefficient of friction as equal to 0.5. The dimensionless carriage will run from 0 to 0.5. For a simple approximation (for example to be used in spreadsheets) of the time as a function of , one may proceed to the elaboration of Equation (28). The discrete character of Equation (28) provides a nonzero time value for the initial parameter i ¼ 0, so a correction has to be added. The result is:
The exact value for the time required to reach is given by [5] :
where (b, l ) is given by Equation (18). The implementation of this integral however, involves rather complicated functions. In Figure 8 , we provide the relative error generated by Equation (29) 
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For a certain (or Z/z r ) value, with the restriction of a practically constant fiber speed (within a deviation of AE3%), the required time increments can be obtained by Equation (29). As indicated in the previous section, the time interval from the beginning of the experiment until slippage can be translated into the corresponding -coordinate (which can directly be interpreted as the measured coefficient of friction). For this translation however, we should take into account that application of Equation (29) may introduce an error of (maximally) 3%. Consequently, it is preferable to use Equation (30) for that purpose. 
A 20 -propagation on the angular benchmark corresponds with a carriage stroke equal to b/18.
At a certain point, the tow will start slipping on the mandrel; this point provides the initial value for the coefficient of friction to be measured. This phenomenon is followed by a complete separation of the tow from the mandrel surface. This separation is referred to as 'catastrophic slipping' [13] .
Measurement Error Estimation
The high shutter speed camera provides sufficient accuracy for the determination of the slippage point. However, the judgment of whether slipping occurs is rather subjective. We assume here that the observer of the experiment is able to provide this judgment within an accuracy of 50% on the angular benchmark, placed on the mandrel. This uncertainty corresponds with 10 on the benchmark, thus 1/36 of the roving width. An additional error is introduced by the shape of the mandrel; as explained in ''Determination of Coefficient of Friction,'' the linearity error is maximally 0.7%. The maximum expected value for the measured coefficient of friction is 0.5. This value, in combination with the shape inaccuracy, leads to an absolute error of Á ¼ 0.0035. Furthermore, the mandrel is manufactured with an accuracy of AE0.01 (mm). The influence of this tolerance on the measurements however, can be neglected. At the beginning of the experiment, the carriage position must be referenced. For this procedure, we assume a tolerance ÁZ 0 of AE1 (mm). The total absolute error becomes:
With z r ¼ 235 (mm), the result is depicted in Figure 11 .
Performed Series
Several winding parameters can possibly influence the amount of available friction between placed roving and mandrel. Although some of these parameters are not expected to have substantial impact on the coefficient of friction values, we include them here to cover the complete set of possible filament winding processes. The investigated series are based on the following variables:
. Winding speed (spindle rotation: 3.6, 12, and 60 (rpm)) . Z-values, a roving speed reduction is expected. The roving speed values are given in Table 2 .
RESULTS
For every parameter combination (winding speed, tension, etc.) we carried out three experiments. The provided results show the calculated mean values. The results are presented per examined parameter. In order to isolate a parameter, for example speed, we calculated the average friction value of the complete set of experiments for a certain winding speed. The influence of for example the winding speed on the resulting friction however, may strongly be affected by the fiber tension or mandrel surface quality. Consequently, the results per examined parameter provide only a general idea about the effect that an input parameter can have on the final result.
Winding Speed
The tests corresponding to the 'winding speed' series have been carried out with C 0 ¼ {3.6, 12, 60} (rpm) (when an absolutely constant fiber speed is desired, the rotational speed of the spindle must be varied according to the corresponding radii (''Machine Control'')). The obtained friction values corresponding to catastrophic slipping are practically the same as the values for initial slippage of the fibers. The mean standard deviations are in the order of [0.01, 0.02]. The averaged result of the experiments clearly indicates that the influence of the winding speed on the measured friction is generally negligible and remains in the order of [0, 0.02]; this observation is valid for dry as well as wet winding. In conclusion, the influence of the winding speed on the friction between tow and mandrel is negligible. 
Roving Tension
Depending on the dimensions of the examined fiber bundles, the tension has been limited in several cases to avoid tow failure. As observed by the winding speed series, catastrophic slipping occurs at practically the same place as the initial slippage. The differences between the obtained experimental data are negligible (in the order of 0.015). The standard deviation is in the order of [0.014, 0.018]. From these series, we can conclude that the fiber tension does not significantly affect the obtained friction values.
Fiber Materials
To ensure the usability of the generated results, we selected some typical carbon and glass fibers. The carbon rovings are summarized in Table 3 .
The examined glass fiber bundles are given in Table 4 .
To isolate the influence of the fiber material on the coefficient of friction, the experimental series have been limited to dry fiber bundles. The results indicate that the difference between carbon fibers and glass fibers is negligible (in the order of 0. However, Di Vita et al. [3] obtained 0.1 carbon 0.125 and 0.275 glass 0.3, which is a significant difference. Since the cited experimental study is comparable with the method presented here, the difference is probably caused by the surface treatment of the fibers used here or the surface quality of the involved bullet.
Roving Morphology
The fiber bundle width and the characterization twisted/untwisted are closely related to each other. In the tests performed here, the rovings having a width from 0.3 to 1 (mm) are twisted, while the broader ones are untwisted. The results for slipping start are presented in Figure 12 . The depicted results do not include the case of wet winding, since this is expected to flatten out the influence of the roving width on the measured coefficient of friction.
The depicted results indicate that an increased roving width tends to raise the coefficient of friction. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is outlined in ''Determination of Coefficient of Friction,'' formulated in Equation (20), and indirectly depicted in Figure 5 . Nevertheless, the results generated by Equation (20) are too small for explaining the measured differences. Consequently, the tendency toward higher friction values can probably be explained by an increased interaction between the yarns. Since every yarn is subjected to a different normal curvature across the fiber width, interference between them is very likely to occur; the broader the tape, the bigger the total velocity difference between the inner and outer yarns. This scenario however, has not been verified. Furthermore, the mean standard deviation for the presented values remains in the range [0.01, 0.02]. 
Wet versus Dry Winding
For the performance of the wet winding experiments, the mandrel has been covered with epoxy resin of the type VE 2908 KA/VE 4908 KB, manufactured by Bakelite AG. The potlife is 5-6 h. It is believed that this mandrel coverage can result in an acceptable simulation of winding with impregnated fibers. As a result of the tests performed here, the obtained coefficients of friction did not show any time dependency. Consequently, it is believed that the resin viscosity has no considerable impact on the coefficient of friction, at least in this particular case. The results are depicted in Figure 13 .
The tests have been performed on the polished surface of the aluminum mandrel. The comparison between dry and wet winding reflects on identical 'winding speed/tension/roving dimensions/fiber materials' sets. In general, we can conclude that the coefficients of friction for wet fibers are approximately three times as high as for dry fibers. The values for catastrophic slipping are even slightly higher. Nevertheless, the observed differences are rather small. The standard deviation for the presented results is within the order of 0.006 for dry winding and 0.03 for wet winding.
The results obtained here do not completely agree with [9] who reported 0.24 dry 0.39 and 0.29 wet 0.37. In addition, Lossie and van Brussel [8] report 0.2 wet 0.34 while Scholliers and van Brussel [14] report and 0.2 wet 0.4. Furthermore, Park et al. [12] (who refers to [14] ) report wet ¼ 0.2 and dry ¼ 0.39. In conclusion, the determination of whether dry or wet winding will provide elevated values for the coefficient of friction is probably dependent on more parameters like the quality, 
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potlife and manufacturer of the resin, mandrel surface quality, fiber materials, etc. Perhaps standardization would provide more reliable data.
Mandrel Surface
The surface quality of the mandrel is obviously a parameter having a great impact on the measured coefficients of friction. In the experiments performed here, we examined three characteristic surfaces: polished aluminum, mandrel smoothly covered with a dry epoxy layer (Araldite LY 5052/HY 5052), and roughened epoxy layer (achieved by a sandpaper with grain size 120). The obtained results are depicted in Figure 14 .
As expected, the epoxy layers provide considerably higher friction values. A remarkable aspect presented in the figure is that the averaged difference between the smooth and roughened epoxy surface data is very small. As observed from the comparison between wet and dry winding, the friction becomes for both epoxy layers approximately three times higher. The related standard deviations remain in the order of [0.008, 0.03].
A more reliable way to depict the data should involve the presentation of the measured coefficients of friction as a function of the average surface roughness (R a ). This representation format however, does not still provide reliable conclusions. An important parameter influencing the sensitivity of the friction for the surface roughness is the roving morphology. In Figure 15 , we provide the average friction values for the untwisted carbon fiber roving T300 with 3000 filaments and a total width of 1.5 (mm).
As expected, the measured friction increases with the mandrel surface roughness. For a twisted fiber bundle however, this statement might not be realistic. In Figure 16 , we present the surface roughness response of a twisted glass fiber bundle (ECDE 75, b ¼ 0.3 (mm)).
The value for the coefficient of friction corresponding to the smooth epoxy layer is considerably larger than the original one (polished aluminum). On the roughened epoxy layer however, the friction drops significantly. This can possibly be explained by rolling of the roving over the surface instead of slipping. Nevertheless, this statement has to be further examined. The combination of friction values related to both sliding and rolling results in the small differences (smooth epoxy vs. roughened epoxy) presented in Figure 16 . 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented an extensive treatment of friction experiments for filament winding applications. The main objective of this paper is the description of the method and presentation of the results related to experiments for the determination of the coefficient of friction between the mandrel and the applied roving for filament winding applications. The involved mandrel surface is specially designed for providing a linear relation between the measured coefficient of friction and the feed eye carriage translation of the winding machine. The roving slippage locus has been determined with the aid of a high shutter speed camera. The performed experiments correspond to various filament winding process related parameters like fiber speed, roving tension, fiber dimensions and materials, wet versus dry winding, and surface quality of the mandrel.
The advantages provided by the implementation of the proposed mandrel geometry on a filament-winding machine are:
. Realistic simulation of the fiber behavior during filament winding processes . Facilitated determination of the coefficient of friction (optical or by means of a chronometer) . Improved stability and accuracy for the measurements (due to the linearly proportional relation between coefficient of friction and carriage) . Simple machine control (suitable for spreadsheet programming)
The most important property of the proposed method is that the linearity (carriage vs. expected coefficient of friction) ensured by the mandrel shape, makes a low-cost experimental friction determination procedure feasible, without the need of advanced filament winding simulation programs. The complete set of errors generated by simplifications in the mandrel geometry and machine control remains considerably small. The costs for performing the friction experiments are rather low; this is mainly caused by the general applicability and reusability of the mandrel.
The measurements clearly indicate that the most important parameters influencing the coefficient of friction are the surface quality, fiber bundle morphology (twisted/untwisted), and the eventual fiber impregnation. The influence of the winding speed, roving tension, and fiber bundle material can be considered as negligible. The effect of surface quality on the resulting friction is significant; the coefficient of friction tends to increase with increasing surface roughness. For rather rough surfaces however, the resulting coefficient of friction depends strongly on the fiber bundle morphology: broad untwisted rovings tend to slide, while the twisted bundles prefer to roll over the surface. An unexpected observation is that the coefficient of friction for impregnated fibers is clearly higher than for dry fibers. These observations do not completely agree with previously reported results [3, 8, 12, 14] . Nevertheless, it is believed that these discrepancies are probably caused by differences in the surface quality of the mandrel, the surface treatment of the involved fibers and/or the resin quality and potlife. This statement however, is rather subjective.
The results obtained here represent only general tendencies; for a more reliable determination of the available coefficient of friction, one should perform experiments with the specific winding parameter combinations that are expected to be applied at the production stage. For the design of nongeodesically wound objects however, we can provide the following rules (for a conservative estimation, one could extract 0.05 from the presented values):
. Dry fiber bundles (both twisted and untwisted) on a polished aluminum surface: ¼ 0.15 . Twisted dry fiber bundles (small b) on a roughened dry epoxy surface:
¼ 0.20 . Impregnated (wet) fiber bundles on a polished aluminum surface: ¼ 0.4 . Dry fiber bundles on smooth dry epoxy surface: ¼ 0.5 . Untwisted dry fiber bundles (moderate b) on a roughened epoxy surface:
¼ 0.6
The standard deviation for every measured series is smaller than the estimated error; this property indicates that the measurements can generally be considered as reliable, without the presence of a systematic error.
It is strongly advisable to separately obtain friction data for thermoplastic composites, since their physiology is rather different. At the same time, contrary to thermoset materials, the measured coefficient of friction might be strongly dependent on the viscosity of the matrix. Furthermore, we strongly recommend further experimental investigations, preferably with addition methods to clarify the coefficient differences reported by several authors. 
